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 Purpose: Building Global Energy

Interconnection (GEI) to meet global

power demand with clean and green

alternatives

 Members: 80 members, 14 countries,

5 continents
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Forge consensus of GEI development

Build up international communication platform for

exchange and innovation

Jointly discuss to formulate strategic planning and

promote pilot projects

Set up framework of GEI technological standards

Promote cooperation and sharing in research,

innovation and all types of resources

Provide consulting services and realize mutual benefits

Our Responsibilities
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Resource Constraints

• The global proved reserve for coal, oil and natural gas can only sustain for

100, 53 and 54 years respectively if the current level of exploration remains

the same.

Challenges to world energy development

Three challenges to the world energy development

Remaining proved recoverable reserves 

of global fossil energy

Coal

52%
Oil

28%

Natural gas

20%

891.5  billion 

ton

for 110 years

187 trillion m3

for 54 years
239.8 billion ton 

for 53 years
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Environment Pollution

• Large scale production

transportation, storage and use

of fossil fuels have caused

serious pollutions to air, water

and soil, and posed great threat

to human health.

• In many regions, the damages

are beyond the capacity of the

environment, depriving the self-

recovering ability of nature.

Air Pollution in Tokyo 

Serious smog in Beijing The oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico 

Sink-Holes in Inner Mongolia 
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Climate Change

• The carbon emission from fossil fuel is the

major cause for global warming. Global

temperature has risen by an average of 1℃
since industrial revolution.

• If no actions were taken, global temperature

rise would exceed 4℃ by the end of this

century, severely threatening human

existence.

• COP21 reached the agreement of

holding the increase in the global

average temperature to well blew 2℃
and pursuing efforts to hold the

temperature increase to 1.5℃ by the

end of this century.

Atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration 

and surface average temperature rise 

Melting of glaciers in the Arctic 
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Clean 

Replacement

Electricity 

Replacement

Clean replacement on the generation side, replacing fossil

energy with clean energy such as solar, wind and hydro energy.

Electricity replacement on the energy consumption side,

replacing coal, oil and gas by electricity, drastically reducing the

direct combustion of fossil fuels.

Main countermeasures – two replacements
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Definition of GEI

GEI = Smart Grid + Ultra High Voltage electric grid + Clean Energy

Quoted from Global Energy Interconnection,  Mr. Liu Zhenya

UHV Grid is the key

• 1000kV and over AC Transmission

• ±800kV and over DC transmission 

Smart Grid is the foundation

• Advanced transmission, intelligent control, renewable energy integration, new types of

energy storage

• Remarkable flexibility and adaptability

• Integration of clean energy and distributed generation, plug-and-play of smart devices

as well as smart interaction services

Clean energy is the core

• Centralized and decentralised generation by clean energy

• Wind energy

• Solar energy
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Roadmap of GEI

Three phases to develop GEI :

Now 2020 2030 20502040

Phase I: Intracontinental interconnection

• Formation of consensus; Research on

technology and standards

• Enhance domestic interconnection; The smart

grid construction

• Development of clean energy

Phase II: Transcontinental interconnection 

• Grid interconnection among countries within the

continent

• Intercontinental clean energy bases

developments

Phase  III:  Global interconnection

• The construction of transcontinental UHV grid

backbones

• Further development of large-scale renewable

energy bases
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On  Asia



By 2030, China, India and Japan will still be the top 3 among all Asian

countries with the power demand of 9.1, 3.2 and 1.2 trillion kWh

respectively, and the demand of these 3 countries accounts for 75% of the

total of Asia.

Main Electricity Demand Centers in Asia 
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The theoretical reserves of hydropower, wind power and solar power in Asia

are 18 trillion, 500 trillion and 37500 trillion kWh/year respectively. Large

hydropower bases are located in southwest China, Russian Far East, Siberia,

Southeast Asia and the Mekong region. Wind power bases are located in

China "Three North" region, Russian Far East, central and western

Kazakhstan, southeastern Mongolia. Solar power bases are located in

Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, southern Xinjiang, southern Kazakhstan, central and

southern Mongolia, as well as Saudi Arabia and Yemen.

Distribution of  Renewable Energy Bases
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To Europe

To Europe

To Africa

Djakarta

Sumo Er

Astana

Jerusalem

To North America

Medina

Interconnection  Plan

Power Flow 

Direction

Legend

China Grid

Northeast Asia Grid

Middle Asia Grid

West Asia Grid Southeast Asia Grid

South Asia Grid

 Robust synchronous grid will be built using UHV/EHV technologies in each region;

 Inter-regional connection will be realized using UHV AC or DC.

 A platform for optimizing the allocation of clean energy resources in Asia.
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伊犁

首尔
东京

叶尔科夫齐

塔山

拉合尔

阿里普多

不丹

埃基巴斯图兹

耶路撒冷

凡城背靠背

Northeast 

Asia Grid

South Asia Grid
West Asia 

Grid

至雅典

加德满都

Southeast Asia 

Grid

烟台

天津

霸州

锡伯敖包

China Grid 洛阳

环塔里木新能源基地

阿克苏

湄摩

哈吉 彭世洛

尼科西亚

1. Russia- China, 

±800kV/8GW, 1830km.

2. Mongolia–China,  

±800kV/8GW, 1240km.

3.China-Korea-Japan,

± 500 kV, 2GW, subsea

cable 830 km.

4. Kazakhstan-China, 

±1100kV/12GW，4120km.

9. Myanmar-Thai,

Haji-Thai and Laos-Thai, 

500 kV AC interconnection

Middle Asia Grid

5. Central Asia-China, 

Back to Back.

6. Pakistan-China,

±660 or ± 800kV,

4-8GW, 1130km.

11. Turkey-Iran ,±400kV 

DC back-to-back .

8. Bhutan-India,

400KV AC 

interconnection, 3.8GW.

7. Nepal-China, 

±400kV DC 

back to Back.

10. Israel-Cyprus- Greece, 

±400kV DC networking, 

2 GW, subsea cable 1520 

km.
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Electricity flow within Asia

Electricity flow cross the continent

West Asia 

Central Asia 

South Asia 

Southeast Asia 

Northeast Asia 

Central Asia, with rich fossil resources, hydropower resources, and

renewable energy such as wind, light , is the important "energy base" in Asia

and the power allocation pivot of the Eurasian interconnection channel.

West Asia, the junction of Asia, Europe and Africa, can serve as the

"interconnection pivot of mutual support between Aisa, Europe and Africa".
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Central Asia South Asia 
Power Transmission 
Project CASA 1000

• 500 kV line from Datka to 
Khudjand (477 kilometers)
• 1300 megawatt AC-DC 
Convertor Station at Sangtuda
• 750 kilometer High Voltage 
DC line from Sangtuda to 
Kabul to Peshawar
• 300 megawatt Convertor 
Station at Kabul (with import 
and export capability)
• 1300 megawatt DC-AC 
Convertor Station at Peshawar

Project under construction
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Way forward

Extending the coverage of research

The establishment of GEI involves not only technical issues, but also politics,

economy, environment, investment and other factors as well.

Geopolitics

Business model

Regulatory 

Challenges

Technology

Trust and political commitment; Independence VS Interdependence

Regional cost-benefit analysis(CBA); Cost and income sharing
mechanism

Maturity of the regulatory regime and harmonization of policy
framework

R&D and technical breakthroughs
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Promotion of innovation

• R&D on power supply, power grid, energy storage, information communication etc. should

be greatly enhanced.

• R&D and application of ultra-high voltage technologies, intelligent control, clean energy

generation, energy storage and other advanced technologies should be speeded up.

• Cloud computing, big data, Internet of Things, mobile internet and other technologies

should be used in the power industry more widely.

• The construction of clean energy bases should be accelerated.

Way forward
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Thank you!


